We have worked with leading coaches to develop the perfect end-to-end elite performance system for swimming.

Ryan Bennett  SwimPro Founder
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OUR CAMERAS
• HD cameras with 1/10,000 shutter speed to help capture every detail
• Optimised for poor light conditions
• Tough, stainless steel casing with 4mm high impact glass lenses
• Range of camera mounts for above and below surface video capture
• Lightweight tele-poles with clip-in pool side features to provide stability in panning and tracking
• Depth tested to 40 metres
• Chlorine tested to 10 times stronger than standard pool levels
• Re-chargeable wireless units with 6 hour battery life
• 12 months full replacement warranty

iQ2 ENTERPRISE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
• Optimised for pool-deck workflow
• Multi-view windows for real-time and delayed playback
• Analysis tools include: frame-by-frame review, a range of on-screen drawing tools, side-by-side and ghosting overlays plus notations
• Automatic monthly software updates
• Pool deck access to shared videos on SwimmingCloud

iQ2 ENTERPRISE HARDWARE
• Supports up to 6 HD cameras and CommentaryCAM
• Connects to pool-side TV displays and streams to iPads
• Stores all videos feeds for viewing and analysis on 120GB solid state hard drive
• Enables USB 3.0 fast download
• CommentaryCAM provides the coach with a simple way to record a coaching session for their swimmer that incorporates screen displays and analysis
• The iQ2 comes in a portable, lightweight and moisture proof storage case including its own wireless router

SWIMMINGCLOUD
• Extends the power of SwimPro to the Internet for storage, post-session analysis, coaching collaboration and sharing
• Standard 10GB with additional storage available
• The coach has access to a full suite of analysis tools

OUR iPad APP
• Stream and record vision from any camera directly to the iPad
• Ability to switch between different cameras to capture every movement of the swimmer in the water
• Full coaching annotation capability to record video file, play back with coaching voice and drawing overlays
• Supports up to 6 iPad users at the same time or looking at different streams
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SWIMPRO
THE ELITE SWIMMING PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

Providing professional coaches and elite athletes with the World's leading swimming video analysis technology.

Guaranteed to Deliver

✔ Superior image clarity with high quality, HD cameras
✔ Capture every critical angle with the unique mounting solutions
✔ Real-time, delayed and multi view streaming
✔ Professional video analysis tools for pool deck coaching and post-session reviews via both iQ2 and iPad application
✔ Portable, durable and wireless video analysis package
✔ Cloud based video storage, analysis, collaboration and sharing

Our Support

✔ Simple SwimPro “getting started” guide
✔ SwimPro support team hotline
✔ Monthly software additions and improvements
✔ 12 month full replacement warranty

“SwimPro has helped revolutionise how we work with swimmers. To be able to capture real-time footage from multiple angles, add delays, analyse, diagnose and then be able to communicate to a swimmer at the pool deck helps improve the quality and effectiveness of our coaching. Thus speeding up the improvement in the swimmers technique and performance.”

Jim Fowlie, elite Olympic Coach, SwimPro Director of Coaching

“We have been using our SwimPro system for over a year, and we couldn’t be more thrilled. The quality of the video is the best I’ve seen, multiple cameras give us practically 360 degree views, and with immediate playback the swimmers can see what they are doing underwater and make corrections on the spot. The system is convenient and easy to set up and take down, so we can use it often. I highly recommend SwimPro.”

Michael Brooks, USA National Team Coach
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iQ2 ENTERPRISE SYSTEM</td>
<td>The central system of SwimPro; Wireless or wired cameras; Supports up to 6 cameras plus Commentary CAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iQ2 ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE</td>
<td>Real time and delayed streaming plus analysis, viewing and software storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIMPRO HD CAMERAS</td>
<td>High Definition Wired and Wireless Cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIMMING CLOUD</td>
<td>Swimming Cloud Internet storage, post-session analysis and sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV SCREEN</td>
<td>HDMI connection to TV pool side viewing and playback (TV not included)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMENTARY CAM</td>
<td>CommentaryCAM records a coaches audio and video for a coaches session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIMPRO iPAD APP</td>
<td>Stream and analyse swimmer performance, real time and post session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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